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Abstract: Since 1969, racial and ethnic preferences have existed throughout the American medical academy. The primary purpose has been to increase the number of blacks and Hispanics within the physician workforce as they were deemed to be “underrepresented in medicine.” To this day, the goal continues to be population parity or proportional representation. These affirmative action programs were traditionally voluntary, created and implemented at the state or institutional level, limited to the premedical and medical school stages, and intended to be temporary. Despite these efforts, numerical targets for underrepresented minorities set by the Association of American Medical Colleges have consistently fallen short. Failures have largely been attributable to the limited qualified applicant pool and legal challenges to the use of race and ethnicity in admissions to institutions of higher education. In response, programs under the appellation of diversity, inclusion, and equity have recently been created to increase the number of blacks and Hispanics as medical school students, internal medicine trainees, cardiovascular disease trainees, and cardiovascular disease faculty. These new diversity programs are mandatory, created and implemented at the national level, imposed throughout all stages of academic medicine and cardiology, and intended to be permanent. The purpose of this white paper is to provide an overview of policies that have been created to impact the racial and ethnic composition of the cardiology workforce, to consider the evolution of racial and ethnic preferences in legal and medical spheres, to critically assess current paradigms, and to consider potential solutions to anticipated challenges.
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Affirmative action as national policy for the medical profession originated in 1969, when the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) established the Office of Minority Affairs. Blacks, Hispanics, Asians, and American Indians had all been subject to de jure segregation in the American educational system. Blacks were the primary group considered for preferential admissions given the history of slavery and their numerical percentage of the total population. In 1960, the racial and ethnic composition of the United States was estimated at 85% white, 11% black, 3.5% Hispanic, and 0.6% Asian. Yet despite 5 decades, efforts to increase numbers of individuals from “underrepresented in medicine” groups have stagnated as both medical student graduates and cardiologists.

Affirmative action for the cardiology workforce has historically focused on medical schools as they are “the first formal step on the career path to cardiology” (Figure 1). Recently, affirmative action programs that will directly impact cardiovascular disease training programs have been created under the appellation of diversity, inclusion, and equity. The most prominent are the 2018 American College of Cardiology (ACC) Diversity and Inclusion Initiative and the 2019 Accreditation Council for Graduate
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Medical Education (ACGME) Common Program Requirements diversity directive.11,12 These build upon the Liaison Committee for Medical Education (LCME) MS-8 and IS-16 diversity standards issued for medical schools in 2009.13

The purpose of this white paper is to provide an overview of policies that are intended to impact the racial and ethnic composition of the cardiology workforce. The focus will be on the largest groups considered by the US Census and diversity programs: white (including Middle Eastern or North African), African American (or black), Hispanic (or Latino), and Asian. American Indians or Alaskan Natives, Native Hawaiians or Pacific Islanders, and other groups are difficult to analyze and to build programs around given smaller numbers. The evolution of racial and ethnic preferences in legal and medical spheres will be considered. Critical assessment of current paradigms and potential solutions to anticipated challenges will be presented.

Prelude (Pre-1969)

“We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union...”

- Preamble, The Constitution of the United States.14

A contradiction of the United States at its genesis was evident in what would later be known as the American Dilemma.6,15 As the Founding Fathers based the nascent nation on the axiom that “all Men are created equal,” they “openly compromised this principle of equality with its antithesis: slavery.”6 The journey toward reconciliation culminated in the civil rights era of the mid-1950s and 1960s.

The primary pieces of legislation that dismantled de jure segregation were the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Executive Order 11246, signed in 1965.16–19 The Civil Rights Act of 1964 addresses higher education in Title VI and employment in Title VII. Executive Order 11246 mandates affirmative action programs for employment for qualifying recipients of federal contracts and subcontracts.17,19 These include employers with ≥50 employees and contracts of $50,000 or more. Therefore, most academic medical centers are obligated to “identify and eliminate impediments to equal employment opportunity” and to conduct outreach for minorities by “good faith efforts.”17 Yet it stipulates that employers are bound to “ensure that employees and applicants are treated without regard to race.”

![The academic cardiology pipeline and key legislation.](http://ahajournals.org)
Overarching protections at the individual level is the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States. A Civil War amendment, it was ratified in 1868. It stipulates, “No state shall ... deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.” In the Supreme Court decision for Missouri et al v Jenkins et al, Associate Justice Clarence Thomas addressed the separate but equal doctrine in public education and stated, “At the heart of this interpretation of the Equal Protection Clause lies the principle that the government must treat citizens as individuals, not as members of racial, ethnic, or religious groups.”

Affirmative action regarding race and ethnicity consists of mandatory elimination of the remnants of de jure segregation and voluntary preferences for race and ethnicity to assist those impacted by prior exclusion. Voluntary preferences for medical school admissions were created toward the end of the civil rights era to bring more individuals from historically marginalized groups into the profession. For many, the justification was atonement and reparation. These were largely implemented in response to the assassination of the Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr., on April 4, 1968, and subsequent riots. King had viewed race-based affirmative action, including quotas, as a form of reparation.

Phase 1 (1969–1974)
The 2 primary objectives put forth by the AAMC Office of Minority Affairs were to focus on groups that were underrepresented in medicine and to advocate for population parity, or proportional representation. These groups included blacks, Native Americans, Mexican Americans, and mainland Puerto Ricans. At the time, blacks were estimated at 12% of the population, while accurate data for other groups were not available.

This period was characterized by a rapid increase in “underrepresented in medicine” medical school matriculants as de jure discrimination was dismantled and racial and ethnic preferences were installed. The AAMC short-term goal of achieving 12% by 1975 was not met as representation for blacks and total underrepresented minorities were 7.5% and 9.8%, respectively, in 1974. Optimistically, black graduates produced by historically white medical schools increased from 24% to 80% in 1 decade. It later became apparent that the AAMC short-term goal was missed because of a paucity of qualified candidates, particularly blacks.

Phase 2 (1974–1990)
This era was a “period of stagnation” for underrepresented minorities. Holistic admissions processes were created, and 2-track systems, emphasizing objective academic scores for 1 group and subjective criteria for the other group, raised the question of “what are the standards for graduation?” Severe academic difficulties for underrepresented minorities were noted as early as the mid-1970s.

A pivotal legislative event was the 1978 Supreme Court decision for Regents of the University of California v Bakke. Alan Bakke was a white applicant who was denied entry into the University of California at Davis School of Medicine. A special minority admissions program reserved 16 of 100 total places in the entering class. Bakke’s academic qualifications were competitive with regular matriculants and far exceeded special program matriculants. The medical school had offered 4 rationales for this program: (1) “reducing the historic deficit of traditionally disfavored minorities in medical schools and the medical profession”; (2) “countering the effects of societal discrimination”; (3) “increasing the number of physicians who will practice in communities currently underserved”; and (4) “obtaining the educational benefits that flow from an ethnically diverse student body.” Only diversity was deemed a “constitutionally permissible goal.” Creation of the diversity rationale by Associate Justice Lewis F. Powell, Jr, was a compromise, as the other 8 justices were split. It allowed for preferences but without the historic discrimination rationale, which he deemed “an amorphous concept of injury that may be ageless in its reach into the past.”

In a partial dissent, Associate Justice Thurgood Marshall exclaimed, “I do not believe that [University of California at Davis’s] admission program violates the Constitution. For it must be remembered that, during most of the past 200 years, the Constitution as interpreted by this Court did not prohibit the most ingenuous and pervasive forms of discrimination against the Negro. Now, when a State acts to remedy the effects of that legacy of discrimination, I cannot believe that this same Constitution stands as a barrier.” Faith T. Fitzgerald, MD, in 1981, acknowledged that many (described by Thomas Sowell, PhD, as “intelligentsia on the side of the angels against the forces of evil”) believed, “discriminatory practices in the past have so devastated certain populations that ‘reverse discrimination,’ although it may not be legal, is nonetheless just.”

Today, stare decisis established by Bakke and subsequent Supreme Court cases necessitates the evaluation of a voluntary racial and ethnic affirmative action program under the 2 prongs of strict scrutiny. It must support a compelling state interest and it must be narrowly tailored to meet that interest. Compelling interests have consisted of achieving student diversity in higher education and addressing past discrimination by a particular employer in
employment. To be narrowly tailored, a policy must demonstrate that (1) it is not a quota, (2) preference is not awarded solely for race or ethnicity (applicants are treated as individuals), (3) race and ethnicity neutral efforts have been insufficient, (4) it does not cause undue harm to nonfavored racial and ethnic groups, and (5) there is a logical end. A quota has been defined as a fixed number or “some specified percentage of a particular group merely because of its race or ethnic origin.”

Phase 3 (1990–2009)

The AAMC “Project 3000 by 2000” began in 1990. The goal was to enroll 3000 “underrepresented in medicine” students per year in medical schools by the year 2000. Despite additional “pipeline” efforts, the program failed as year 2000 acceptees consisted of 1168 blacks, 1082 Hispanics, and 126 American Indians. Nationally, it was felt that progress had been attained only by lowering admissions standards for objective academic achievements.

In 1996, California became the first state to ban racial and ethnic preferences through Proposition 209. This was admonished by Herbert W. Nickens, MD, and Jordan J. Cohen, MD, of the AAMC. They recognized the paradigm shift to the diversity rationale that occurred with Bakke but ignored other aspects of the ruling. Continued advocacy for population parity in medical school admissions was expressed as the “commitment to mirror the society it purports to serve.” Tacit acceptance of reverse discrimination was encoded in the statement, “It is in the nature of highly complex societies that citizens share burdens for which they are not personally responsible.”

The voice to protect academically unqualified “underrepresented in medicine” applicants was lost with the death of Nickens in 1999. Previously, Nickens and Cohen emphasized that “no one would (or should) argue for admitting a person to medical school who lacked the academic skills... necessary for succeeding in medical school, obtaining licensure, completing graduate medical education, and becoming certified in a specialty.” Without Nickens, Cohen continued to support racial and ethnic preferences, stating, “alternatives to affirmative action are unworkable.” Yet he now minimized high attrition rates for academic reasons and high unmatched rates for graduate medical education programs that had been reported for underrepresented minorities, stating, “... the price of pursuing the important goal of narrowing the diversity gap in medicine is to accept that a small portion of the limited capacity available in medical schools will be lost to potentially more qualified applicants. But... the benefits of constructing a balanced class far outweigh the cost.”

A 2001 study of the University of Maryland School of Medicine detailed “massive” academic preferences at the time of admissions for blacks that translated into downstream difficulty. In 1998, first-time US Medical Licensing Examination Step 1 takers had disparate failing rates: 7 of 27 (26%) for blacks; 1 of 5 (20%) for Hispanics; 0 of 33 (0%) for Asians; and 2 of 81 (2%) for whites. This occurred despite “unlimited hours for tutoring and other support which is perceived by the non-minority student as ‘special treatment,’” including Kaplan preparatory courses, for blacks and Hispanics.

In 2003, 2 Supreme Court cases involving affirmative action at the University of Michigan were decided. In Gratz et al v Bollinger et al, the College of Literature, Science, and the Arts was ruled to have violated the Equal Protection Clause of non-favored applicants by automatically awarding 20 points to underrepresented minorities. Applicants were not assessed as individuals. In contrast, the law school admissions program was deemed permissible in Grutter v Bollinger et al. Recruitment of underrepresented minorities was desired, but there was “no number, percentage, or range of numbers or percentages that constitute[d] critical mass.” Associate Justice Sandra Day O’Connor delivered the majority opinion in Grutter and stated, “We expect that 25 years from now, the use of racial preferences will no longer be necessary to further the interest approved today.”

Because of shifting national demographics, the AAMC had created a new definition of “underrepresented in medicine” in 2003 as “those racial and ethnic populations that are underrepresented in the medical profession relative to their numbers in the general population.” It was intended to address “the efforts of persons from racial and ethnic groups not included in the [underrepresented minority] definition who sought access to the benefits thought to be available to those categorized as [underrepresented minorities].” It also accommodated the use of the Hispanic category, which the US Census began using in the 1970s. In the wake of Grutter, an AAMC Executive Council memo issued on March 19, 2004, discouraged continued use of this new definition of “underrepresented in medicine,” stating, “in its reference to “underrepresentation,” the new definition may be viewed as encouraging “racial balancing,” which is expressly prohibited.” Yet the AAMC persists in using this definition today.

In 2006, the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute began a research education and mentoring program for junior faculty, initially named the Summer Institute Program to Increase Diversity. A federally funded program, it nevertheless was and continues to
be explicitly available only to racial and ethnic groups designated as underrepresented.

**Phase 4 (2009–2018)**

In 2009, the US Department of Education’s LCME issued diversity standards MS-8 and IS-16. This marked a seismic transformation. Previously, racial and ethnic preferences were voluntary; created and implemented at the state or institutional level; limited to the premedical and medical school stages; and, in theory, temporary. Although AAMC initiatives were national, it was limited to advocacy. The distinguishing features of the “diversity” programs are that racial and ethnic preferences are mandatory; created and implemented at the national level; imposed throughout all stages of academic medicine and cardiology; and intended to be permanent.

The rationale for LCME diversity standards, conceived with the Committee on the Accreditation of Canadian Medical Schools during a 2005 retreat, was to transform institutional diversity goals from “should” to “must.” The changes were spurred by continued numerical stagnation of underrepresented minorities and legal challenges to affirmative action. The result was that the LCME could practically, if not legally, overcome constraints by threatening loss of accreditation. This was demonstrated most prominently in the state of Michigan.

In 2006, Michigan passed Proposal 2, which outlawed the use of race and ethnicity in higher education. This was overturned in 2011 by the US Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit based on a disparate impact argument. However, in 2014, the Supreme Court overturned that decision and ruled that states may prohibit the consideration of racial preferences in employee in medical training was unclear until the 2011 Supreme Court decision for *Mayo Foundation for Medical Education et al v United States.*

In 2015, Wayne State University School of Medicine was warned by Barbara Barzansky, PhD, and Dan Hunt, MD, of the LCME for noncompliance with MS-8 and IS-16. Following the announcement of continued full accreditation in 2017, it was reported, “the incoming class in 2014 contained only five African-American students and two Hispanic/Latino students... There were no Native American students... This year’s new class includes 33 African-American students, 25 Hispanic/Latino students, five Native American students...”

Given a class of 187 students in 2017, this suggested a quota between >3.7% and 33.7%. A 2017 article that described an LCME experience at the University of Missouri School of Medicine bluntly stated, “Missouri must now recruit more black, Hispanic, and Native American students by 2018.”

**Similarities between LCME actions and diversity initiatives for law schools should raise concerns.** At George Mason University Law School, racial preferences were gradually phased out between 1996 and 2000. In 2000, the American Bar Association issued a warning for failure to comply with Standard 211, a diversity provision, thereby risking loss of accreditation. As reported, there was a “lack of progress in achieving student diversity. The number of minority students, especially African-American, Hispanic, and Native American students, continued[d] to be extremely low.” The school was ultimately forced to reinstate racial preferences until black matriculants were “more than 13 times as likely to be dismissed for academic cause, and almost twice as likely to fail the bar exam on their first attempt” when compared with students who did not receive preferences. After receiving reaccreditation, Dean Daniel Polsby stated, “What did become quite clear to us during the ordeal was that our efforts to attract minority students would never satisfy the Committee until they produced some unspecified increase in minority enrollment, especially of certain groups. But we were never told how many students of which races and ethnicities we had to enroll to satisfy the [American Bar Association]... this process was unfair to us, as well as to some of the students whom we were pressured to admit, and who later failed out of the law school at great cost to them in terms of time, money, and emotional distress.”

The demarcation between student and employee in medical training was unclear until the 2011 Supreme Court decision for *Mayo Foundation for Medical Education et al v United States.* Residents and fellows were firmly established to be employees (Figure 1). Diversity of a workforce is not a constitutionally permissible justification for voluntary racial and ethnic preferences for employee hiring and promotion.

Alex J. Auseon, DO, and colleagues at The Ohio State University, in 2013, detailed efforts to augment diversity in their cardiology fellowship training program.

Outreach efforts to specifically increase the number of underrepresented minorities were exemplary of affirmative action for employment suggested by Executive Order 11246. However, it was also revealed that “…we simply made it a priority to rank [underrepresented in medicine] applicants more aggressively than in previous years, thus achieving success in matching them regardless of recruiting efforts, with the implication being that we accepted less competitive applicants in an effort to increase diversity.” Encouraging the explicit use of race and ethnicity for employment reveals a lack of knowledge regarding legal permissibility and fellow status.
In 2016, the Supreme Court allowed for the continued use of racial and ethnic preferences in higher education in their ruling for *Fisher v University of Texas at Austin*, only because it was deemed “a factor of a factor.” By now, however, these policies often benefitted the wealthy. In fact, the university argued that “the race-based component of its admissions plan is needed to admit “[t]he African-American and Hispanic child of successful professionals in Dallas.”

In *The New England Journal of Medicine*, racial and ethnic preferences continued to find support in editorials that preceded the *Fisher* decision. In 2013, authors that included then Editor-in-Chief Jeffrey M. Drazen, MD, continued advocacy for population parity by stating, “Future generation of physicians need to mirror the society they serve.” In 2014, John K. Iglehart asserted that, despite 5 decades of affirmative action, “There is indisputable evidence that we are not intervening effectively enough to increase the talent pool of African Americans interested in becoming health professionals.”

**Phase 5 (2018–Present)**

Mandated intervention via racial and ethnic preferences within graduate medical education training programs has become the defining characteristic of this period. To avoid the stigmatization of affirmative action, nickens and Cohen had insisted in 1996 that “… once [in medical school], minority students must succeed or fail academically as must any student.” For cardiovascular disease training programs, this belief template changed in 2018.

The ACC created their Diversity and Inclusion Task Force in 2017. A major objective was to address underrepresentation of black and Hispanic cardiologists. Released in 2018, the ACC Diversity and Inclusion Initiative was “limited to race/ethnicity and gender imbalance of physicians” despite acknowledgement that “diversity will ultimately need to be defined more broadly.” A two-tiered affirmative action program, it is intended “to increase underrepresented cardiovascular providers in the profession (at every level of training and practice) and in the ACC” throughout “cardiovascular medicine in general, and the ACC in particular” with the goal of population parity.

In March 2019, the ACGME named William A. McDade, MD, PhD, as their first Chief Diversity and Inclusion Officer. The 2019 ACGME Common Program Requirements introduced an undefined resident and faculty “workforce diversity” directive. This allows ACGME to issue warnings to training programs that threaten accreditation. In a 2011 lecture titled, “The Changing Face of Medicine: Diversity at the Pritzker School of Medicine,” McDade supported the paradigm that considers blacks, Hispanics, and Americans Indians to be under-represented and the population parity goal.

In 2019, Efrain Talamantes, MD, and colleagues proposed methods to circumvent prohibition of race and ethnicity conscious preferences to yield desired results, described as “equity of opportunity.” They stated, “… medical schools can redesign their admissions criteria and processes and commit to educating classes of students that more closely mirror the U.S. population.” These suggestions are in direct opposition to Cohen who, in 2003, criticized “surrogate markers of diversity,” warning, “These alternatives could be characterized as patently transparent contortions intended to achieve the same outcome… legal challenges to their use for this purpose are inevitable.”

Affirmative action in higher education continues to be contested. In April 2019, Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center School of Medicine agreed with the US Department of Education Office of Civil Rights to stop using race as a factor in admissions. This resolved a complaint originally filed in 2004 by the Center for Equal Opportunity. Officials recommended race-neutral alternatives. These included additional considerations for students who are first-generation immigrants, from low-income areas, or bilingual.

In October 2019, Judge Allison Burroughs of the US District Court for Massachusetts ruled that racial and ethnic preferences were permissible in *Students for Fair Admissions, Inc. v President and Fellows of Harvard College (Harvard Corporation).* The lawsuit charged that race was explicitly used to systematically limit the number of Asian matriculants. Prior Supreme Court cases involving affirmative action in higher education had been filed on behalf of white plaintiffs. Legal experts anticipate this case to be eventually appealed to the Supreme Court.

**DIVERSITY, INCLUSION, AND EQUITY**

For 50 years, the same general concepts have outlined perspectives toward racial and ethnic groups within the physician workforce. First, the groups in need of support are those where the proportion in medical schools or the physician workforce are lower than the proportion in the general population. Second, the goal is population parity. The limitations of maintaining this framework and alternative perspectives are presented in this section.

**Diversity**

Racial and ethnic diversity has been primarily distilled to increasing the numbers of blacks and Hispanics, as other groups are small in number. This is supported in the ACC Diversity and Inclusion Initiative, reported
actions of the LCME, and the recorded views of ACGME Diversity and Inclusion Chair McDade.11,43,44,50 This viewpoint has translated into claims that there is lack of diversity in medicine and cardiology. Yet it is not lack of nonwhite groups but rather relatively low numbers of blacks and Hispanics (Figure 2).55 Although other subgroups exist, the burden of proof is placed upon individuals to prove that they are underrepresented and therefore deserving of preferential treatment (Table 1).11,38,56,57 Asians have never been recognized by the AAMC as deserving any special consideration as they were already “represented,” if not “overrepresented,” since 1969.1 Yet Asians have not only been subject to historical discrimination in education4 but are also held to higher academic standards for medical school admissions.55 The ACC used a 3-group model consisting of blacks, Hispanics, and a combined white/Asian group.49 ACC Diversity and Inclusion Task Force member, Quinn Capers IV, MD, was quoted as saying, “In 2014, just 2.7% of American cardiologists were black. ... Hispanic doctors made up 5% of the physician pool that year, while the remaining majority fell into another category: white.”60 In 2014, Iglehart asserted that “the “overwhelming majority” of medical school graduates continue to be white.”8 These assertions are factually incorrect, perpetuate “deminoritization” of Asians and obscures the fact that Asians would be the group most negatively affected by racial and ethnic balancing.55,61

Demographic balancing necessitates affirmative action for underrepresented groups and negative action for “overrepresented” groups. The current model for racial and ethnic diversity is practically untenable, if not simply for the inevitability of what has been called the “demographic tsunami.”8 The United States is no longer composed of virtually all whites and blacks. Because of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965, which abolished the National Origins Formula, nonwhite racial and ethnic groups are projected to become more than half of the population by 2050.7 Interracial marriages add further uncertainties given multiracial offspring.

Fracturing of the model has already begun. In 2018, Reginald Baugh, MD, argued that recent African immigrants and Afro Caribbeans should be excluded from the African American group, stating, “Just because a medical school applicant immigrated to the United States does not make her or him an underrepresented minority in medicine or an African American. The failure to recognize these differences lead to unwarranted conclusions about the future number and availability of African American physicians.”62 From Grutter, it was revealed that...
a University of Michigan professor argued that Cubans should not receive preferential admissions as Hispanics because “Cubans were Republicans.”

Further subdivision of Asians has also been suggested by ACC Diversity and Inclusion Task Force members. Those with origins from the Middle East or North Africa (MENA) continue to be classified as white by the United States Census Bureau and the American medical academy.

**Inclusion**

Inclusion is not well defined, but generally a method to identify groups for preferences and advocacy. In 1970, the AAMC created a “representation factor” defined as “the percentage of U.S. medical school graduating class composed of a population group divided by the representation of that group in the relevant age band of the population” where the relevant population was typically “the age band of 20 to 29 [years].” It was AAMC policy to advocate for a representation factor of 1.0.

Similarly, a 2019 study defined a “representation quotient” as “the ratio of proportion of a particular subgroup among the total population of applicants or matriculants relative to the corresponding estimated proportion of that subgroup in the US population.”

Investigators continued to advocate for population parity, stating, “we have an evidence-based imperative to find more effective policies to promote representation.”

Limitations, rarely acknowledged, exist for the term underrepresented and the population parity model. First, they do not consider differences in applicant rates by group. Using data from the AAMC and the US Census, marked differences for applicants per 100,000 people in the 20- to 29-year age band exist between racial and ethnic groups: 105.4 for whites, 62.9 for blacks, 46.6 for Hispanics, and 373.4 for Asians. Second, blacks and Hispanics have greater unadjusted odds for medical school acceptance when compared with whites and Asians when considering applicants with total Medical College Admission Test (MCAT) scores of ≥21 (Table 2) (a total MCAT score of 21 was the 27th percentile for exams administered between January 2012 and September 2014). Third, they do not account for differences in academic qualifications. Fourth, targeting population parity of medical school graduates would necessitate “overrepresentation” of black and Hispanic acceptees, given higher attrition rates.

In Table 3, 4 models of the representation factor are presented. Model 1 is the original AAMC definition. Blacks and Hispanics are underrepresented, while whites and Asians are “overrepresented.” Model 2 substitutes medical school acceptees for graduates. There is some convergence to 1.0, although African Americans and Hispanics remain underrepresented. This is likely at least partially due to markedly higher

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAMC</td>
<td>Underrepresented in medicine: “Underrepresented in medicine means those racial and ethnic populations that are underrepresented in the medical profession relative to their numbers in the general population.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>Underrepresented cardiovascular provider: “A significantly lower proportion of members and/or leaders, relative to the U.S. population and/or relative to the available source population (including parent specialty/residency program).”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACGME</td>
<td>Undefined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHA</td>
<td>NIH definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIH</td>
<td>Populations underrepresented in the extramural scientific workforce: “Individuals from racial and ethnic groups that have been shown by the National Science Foundation to be underrepresented in health-related sciences on a national basis... The following racial and ethnic groups have been shown to be underrepresented in biomedical research: Blacks or African Americans, Hispanics or Latinos, American Indians or Alaska Natives, Native Hawaiians, and other Pacific Islanders.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>African American</th>
<th>Hispanic</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Asian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
<td>P Value</td>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
<td>P Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>0.99 (0.93–1.04)</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.79 (0.76–0.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>1.02 (0.96–1.08)</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>0.80 (0.77–0.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>1.26 (1.21–1.32)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>1.24 (1.19–1.30)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>1.40 (1.33–1.47)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>1.38 (1.32–1.44)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data from Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC). MCAT indicates Medical College Admission Test; and OR, odds ratio.
The odds of attrition for academic reasons for underrepresented minorities (Table 4).

The MCAT has been shown to correlate with unimpeded progress through medical school with a "dose-response." Kaplan, an MCAT preparatory center, indicates the 50th and 75th percentiles as less competitive and competitive scores, respectively, to receive acceptance. The Princeton Review recommends a score at or above the 80th percentile for medical school applicants. National data between 1993–1994 and 2000–2001 demonstrated that the mean ± standard deviation composite MCAT score for individuals who initially failed the US Medical Licensing Examination Step 1 was 24.0±4.7.

If MCAT cutoffs of 24 (43rd percentile) and 27 (61st percentile) are used to create lenient and strict, respectively, academically qualified definitions of the representation factor, a reversal emerges (Table 3).

Blacks and Hispanics are overrepresented and whites and Asians are underrepresented in the lenient model. This is attributable to substantial numbers of Hispanics and blacks in the ≤23 group (Figure 3). The effect is accentuated further in the strict model.

Racial and ethnic groups not included in the 4-group model are not displayed. Data from AAMC and United States Census. AAMC indicates Association of American Medical Colleges; and MCAT, Medical College Admission Test.

### Table 3. Representation Factors by Racial and Ethnic Group for US Medical Schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Representation</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Representation Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model 1: AAMC definition</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>16,676</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>11,033</td>
<td>66.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>864</td>
<td>5.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>1,062</td>
<td>6.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>3,717</td>
<td>22.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model 2: Modified AAMC definition</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013–2016 acceptees referenced to US population age band 20–29 y in 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>58,985</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>35,789</td>
<td>60.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>5,782</td>
<td>9.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>4,446</td>
<td>7.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>12,968</td>
<td>21.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model 3: Lenient academically qualified definition</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013–2016 acceptees referenced to 2013–2016 applicants with total MCAT scores ≥24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>58,985</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>35,789</td>
<td>60.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>5,782</td>
<td>9.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>4,446</td>
<td>7.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>12,968</td>
<td>21.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model 4: Strict academically qualified definition</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013–2016 acceptees referenced to 2013–2016 applicants with total MCAT scores ≥27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>58,985</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>35,789</td>
<td>60.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>5,782</td>
<td>9.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>4,446</td>
<td>7.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>12,968</td>
<td>21.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Racial and ethnic groups not included in the 4-group model are not displayed. Data from AAMC and United States Census. AAMC indicates Association of American Medical Colleges; and MCAT, Medical College Admission Test.
Differences for MCAT scores by racial and ethnic groups have been long been observed, even when accounting for parental income. Racial and ethnic bias has been investigated, but its existence has not been supported. Whites and Asians with low scores may not apply or may retake the test to achieve higher scores given knowledge of differing acceptance rates by race and ethnicity. A free online calculator from The Student Doctor Network to estimate medical school acceptance rates requests only 3 variables: MCAT score, grade point average, and race.

Table 4. Attrition Attributable to Academic Reasons 10 Years After Entering US Medical Schools, by Race and Ethnicity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matriculating class 1987</th>
<th>Matriculants (n)</th>
<th>Attrition (n)</th>
<th>Continuation (n)</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>11 554</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>11 448</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>916</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>8.39</td>
<td>6.11–11.49</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>811</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>783</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>2.53–5.89</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>1696</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1677</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>0.75–2.00</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIAN</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>0.93–16.01</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matriculating class 1991</th>
<th>Matriculants (n)</th>
<th>Attrition (n)</th>
<th>Continuation (n)</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>10 655</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>10 578</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>1059</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>993</td>
<td>9.13</td>
<td>6.53–12.77</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>959</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>937</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>2.00–5.20</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>2382</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2363</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.67–1.83</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIAN</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>9.07</td>
<td>4.09–20.13</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matriculating class 1995</th>
<th>Matriculants (n)</th>
<th>Attrition (n)</th>
<th>Continuation (n)</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>10 303</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>10 233</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>1231</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>1148</td>
<td>10.57</td>
<td>7.65–14.61</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>1093</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1056</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>3.42–7.67</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>2887</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2860</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.88–2.16</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIAN</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>6.59</td>
<td>2.82–15.44</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data from Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC). AIAN indicates American Indian or Alaskan Native; and OR, odds ratio.

Figure 3. Distribution of medical school applicants by total Medical College Admission Test (MCAT) score group and by race and ethnicity. All racial and ethnic groups individually total 100%. Data from Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC), years 2013–2014 through 2015–2016 (aggregated).
Equity
Since 1969, equity has been synonymous with population parity, or proportional representation, in the absence of consideration of the qualified applicant pool.1 This viewpoint, and the need for racial and ethnic preferences, was expressed in 2003 by Cohen.34 He stated, “until such time that students from all racial and ethnic backgrounds emerge from the educational pipeline with an equivalent range of academic credentials, there is simply no way for medical schools to fully meet their societal obligation without using race and ethnicity as explicit factors in admissions decisions.”

Overt use of race or ethnicity has, however, always been deemed unconstitutional by the Supreme Court since Bakke.6 Powell stated, “Preferring members of any one group for no reason other than race or ethnic origin is discrimination for its own sake. This the Constitution forbids.” As repeatedly ruled by the Supreme Court, “racial balancing is not transformed from “patently unconstitutional” to a compelling state interest simply by relabeling it “racial diversity.”30 Yet diversity officials, such as Dowin H. Boatright, MD, of Yale School of Medicine’s Diversity Committee, have calculated target numbers for medical school composition by race and ethnicity using the population parity model.72

Professional organizations, even if not federally funded, must be cautious. For example, the ACC is a labor organization and bound by the Civil Rights Act of 1964. It is unlawful to classify its membership in any way that may cause an employer to discriminate against an individual on the basis of race or ethnicity. A fundamental flaw of the ACC Diversity and Inclusion Initiative is promotion of racial and ethnic balancing by fiat.11 It is, by definition, a quota.

THE DIVERSITY RATIONALE IN CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE
Affirmative action via voluntary racial and ethnic preferences has long required a compelling state interest to meet the first prong of strict scrutiny.18,19 Recent diversity programs have promoted their justification as increasing healthcare access for underserved populations, reducing healthcare disparities between groups, and improving business.11 This section addresses the first 2, as business performance has never been offered or recognized as a legal rationale for racial and ethnic preferences in higher education or employment.18,19 The other rationales have been supported by the ACC and McDade of the ACGME.

Healthcare disparities have been well documented for African Americans, Hispanics, Asians, and American Indians, or Alaskan Natives.73–76 In a video for Creating Pathways and Access for Student Success, McDade claimed that increasing diversity, or underrepresented minority physicians, is “probably the number one way that you can actually address health care disparities” solely on the basis of his assertion that “minority students will tell you disproportionately that they’re going to serve underserved and minority populations.”77

Do “Underrepresented in Medicine” Physicians Lead to Greater Access for Underserved Populations?
Access to primary care physicians, who manage cardiovascular risk factors, and cardiologists are vital public health considerations. “Underserved” geographic areas have consistently been shown to have higher proportions of black and Hispanic physicians.78–80 Individuals designated by the AAMC as minorities have historically been noted to express a high desire to practice in underserved, socioeconomically deprived communities.1 However, while a study on the early effects of affirmative action for the graduating class of 1975 demonstrated that minorities were more likely to be practicing primary care in underserved areas, they were also far less likely to be board certified by 1984 when compared with nonminorities (48% versus 80%; P<0.001).78

A 1994 paper published in the Journal of the National Medical Association, whose purpose is “to address medical care disparities of persons of African descent,” raised the question of whether AAMC-designated minorities selected primary care “by default rather than by desire.”81 Blacks were significantly less likely than whites and Asians to be continuing their specialties of choice by their third postgraduate years, as indicated on their Medical School Graduation Questionnaires. More blacks compared with whites (18.6% versus 10.9%) were not in graduate medical programs. The authors concluded, “it is assumed that the majority of them entered some form of clinical practice” and “entered the broad field of primary care.” They speculated that working in an underserved area may be attributable to inability to secure a job in other areas because of low professional qualifications.

This hypothesis was supported by a 1995 California study that demonstrated primary care physicians who were not board certified were 1.6 times more likely to work in rural underserved areas when compared with board-certified counterparts.82 In a 2004 survey study of Medicare beneficiaries in 2000–2001, office visits by black patients were less likely than whites and Asians to be continuing their specialties of choice by their third postgraduate years, as indicated on their Medical School Graduation Questionnaires. More blacks compared with whites (18.6% versus 10.9%) were not in graduate medical programs. The authors concluded, “it is assumed that the majority of them entered some form of clinical practice” and “entered the broad field of primary care.” They speculated that working in an underserved area may be attributable to inability to secure a job in other areas because of low professional qualifications.
Little is known about “underrepresented in medicine” cardiologists and their preferred practice settings. For cardiology procedures, studies have consistently shown better outcomes at high-volume centers for implantable cardioverter-defibrillators, catheter ablation of atrial fibrillation, percutaneous coronary intervention, and coronary artery bypass surgery.\(^{83-86}\)

The mainstays to address access issues are 2-fold. First, primary care physicians must recognize patients who may benefit from cardiology consultation and evidence-based procedures. Second, access to high-quality cardiology services must be available. Outreach clinics and telemedicine are potential solutions.\(^{87,88}\)

It should be noted that increasing physicians in underserved areas was specifically raised as a rationale for affirmative action in Bakke.\(^9\) This was not deemed constitutionally permissible by Powell, who stated, “But there is virtually no evidence in the record indicating that petitioner’s special admissions program is either needed or geared to promote that goal.” This lack of evidence continues today.

**Does Diversity Save Lives?**

A non-peer-reviewed paper\(^{69}\) has recently been cited in high-profile journals as evidence that patient and physician racial and ethnic concordance “could reduce the gap in cardiovascular mortality between black men and white men in the United States by 19% and the gap in life expectancy by approximately 8%.”\(^{51,90}\) Yet residual confounding in patient-physician racial and ethnic concordance studies is impossible to eliminate as physicians of the same race and ethnicity are not interchangeable. The results have little external validity as the study only involved 14 physicians (8 nonblack and 6 black).\(^{89}\) Moreover, mortality estimates were extrapolated from single patient-physician encounters using methods so unscientific that the investigators themselves described them as “back-of-the-envelope calculations.”

There exists no empirical evidence by accepted standards for causal inference to support the mantra that “diversity saves lives.”\(^{70}\) Patients may feel more engaged with physicians of the same race and ethnicity.\(^{91}\) A recent systematic review demonstrated that better communication was present on several metrics, but not quality, when patient and physician racial and ethnic concordance was present.\(^{92}\) However, these studies need to be interpreted cautiously as they encourage the reduction of complex individuals to little more than their races and ethnicities. In addition, one study even demonstrated that Hispanic men were less satisfied on certain aspects of their medical care when interacting with Hispanic healthcare providers.\(^{93}\)

Healthcare disparities may be due to clustering of biological risk factors for disease and socioeconomic conditions, rather than race and ethnicity per se. Recently, Clyde Yancy, MD, and Ajay Kirtane, MD, commented on a study where race and ethnicity was no longer associated with differences in outcomes after accounting for social determinants of health.\(^{94}\) They concluded, “What was heretofore attributable to inexplicable race/ethnicity-based differences may now be more clearly associated with both biological and social constructs, perhaps independent of race/ethnicity.”

**MISMATCH**

Continuation of racial and ethnic preferences for 5 decades results from the small pool of qualified black and Hispanic medical school applicants. The addition of LCME diversity standards for medical schools over the past decade has been associated with little progress.\(^9,54\) ACC and ACGME diversity programs focus mostly downstream of medical school admissions, where the available talent pool has already been established.\(^11,12\) Therefore, efforts applied to cardiovascular disease training programs at the trainee and faculty levels are unlikely to be successful. Any successful intervention must increase the qualified medical school applicant pool. All potential causative factors to so-called leaks in the pipeline should be considered. An evolving theory for low numbers of blacks and Hispanics in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) and professional fields revolves around the paradoxically harmful effects of affirmative action known as mismatch.\(^45,95\)

Racial and ethnic preferences at both the undergraduate and professional school levels for blacks and Hispanics result in relatively weak academic starting positions in classes. This has been postulated to lead to poor performance through compounding “academic mismatch,” stress-related interference, and disengagement.\(^95\) Many do not complete their intended programs or do not attain academic success to be attractive candidates for subsequent educational programs or employment.

Stress-related interference may be a direct consequence of preferential admissions. As entering academic credentials are generally lower (Figure 4), the diversity rationale argues that at least some individuals from “underrepresented in medicine” groups are admitted, at least in part, to enhance cultural competence.\(^6\) This may contribute to perceptions of adverse social environments and lack of social support.\(^96\) Pressures to serve as “ambassadors” for their race or ethnicity become ironic given the diversity rationale.\(^97\)

Another result of racial and ethnic preferences is the “cascade effect.”\(^95\) As top-tier schools admit blacks...
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and Hispanics with lower academic credentials, lower-tier schools are forced to do the same if they hope to reach a “critical mass” of individuals from underrepresented groups. Students who may not be academically qualified for medical school at all may be admitted, particularly to less competitive medical schools.

A study performed at Duke University of undergraduate students who matriculated in 2001 and 2002 supported mismatch.98 Black men and women demonstrated marked differences between initially choosing majors in economics, engineering, or natural sciences and graduating with them, with absolute percentage point decreases of 41.7% (76.7% versus 35.0%) and 28.3% (56.0% versus 27.7%), respectively. In contrast, absolute percentage point decreases were 5.1% (68.7% versus 63.6%) and 16.6% (51.0% versus 34.4%) for white men and women, respectively. An important factor was academic preparedness, as whites had Scholastic Aptitude Test scores that were >1 standard deviation higher than black. The relevance to the medical profession should not be overlooked as some of these individuals, who may have had an interest in medicine, may have achieved greater academic success at better-matched universities. Their aspirations may have been paradoxically harmed by affirmative action.

Further data supporting the possibility that affirmative action for underrepresented minorities may cause leaks in the academic pipeline is suggested by the aftermath of the elimination of racial and ethnic preferences in California after the passage of Proposition 209. Although the overall number of underrepresented minorities in the University of California system decreased, the overall number of underrepresented minority graduates increased.99 Moreover, an analysis considering reallocation of underrepresented minorities to minimize mismatch resulted in substantial increases in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math degree graduates.100

Proposition 209 resulted in a “triple win” for underrepresented minorities, as evidenced by (1) elimination or minimization of academic mismatch that yielded improved performance; (2) increased interest in the University of California system by out-of-state black and Hispanic applicants; and (3) increased yield rates, or accepted offers, by black and Hispanic acceptees.45 It was hypothesized that a race-neutral admissions policy increased interest in the universities by underrepresented minorities, as it eliminated the stigma of affirmative action. Despite these apparent benefits, Sander and Taylor stated, “top [University of California] administrators were virtually unanimous in viewing the post-209 landscape with disgust.” Soon, changes in admissions policies created de facto racial and ethnic preferences.

Data indicating harm for recipients of preferential medical school admissions have long been reported. Yet these have largely been ignored or minimized. In 2007, the AAMC reported markedly higher medical school attrition rates for academic reasons for blacks, figures.

Figure 4. Distribution of medical school acceptees by total Medical College Admission Test (MCAT) score group and by race and ethnicity. All racial and ethnic groups individually total 100%. Data from Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC), years 2013–2014 through 2015–2016 (aggregated).59
Residents with MCAT scores lower than the 50th percentile had a lower probability of passing the medical licensing examination.51 Furthermore, lower scoring residents were associated with a higher probability of being undermatched.64 This consequence may be due to the fact that the groups with lower scores may have been underrepresented minorities.102

Many minority groups, who would have succeeded without affirmative action, may also be harmed indefinitely by the unfair perception that they were hired to fulfill a diversity mandate.96 High-performing physicians from underrepresented minority groups, who would have succeeded without affirmative action, may also be harmed indefinitely by the unfair perception that they were hired to fulfill a diversity mandate.

CONCLUSIONS

Over the past 5 decades, the American medical academy has striven to achieve racial and ethnic population parity. Recent affirmative action efforts through diversity, inclusion, and equity programs recognize neither changes in legal protections nor data indicating harm to underrepresented minorities. Long-term academic solutions and excellence should not be sacrificed for short-term demographic optics.

Prominent individuals from historically discriminated groups have voiced opposition to affirmative action. Arthur Ashe, the tennis champion, stated, “If American society had the strength to do what should have been done to ensure that justice prevails for all, then affirmative action would be exposed for what it is: an insult to the people it is intended to help. What I and others want is an equal chance, under one set of rules, as on a tennis court. To be sure, while rules are different for different people, devices like affirmative action are needed to prevent explosions of anger. Practically, affirmative action is probably necessary. But I would not want to know that I received a job simply because I am black. Affirmative action tends to undermine the spirit of individual initiative. Such is human nature; why
struggle to succeed when you can have something for nothing.”106

Racial and ethnic preferences for undergraduate and medical school admissions should be gradually rolled back with a target end year of 2028, as suggested by the Supreme Court decision in Grutter.29 The ACGME diversity directive must be recognized as an erosion to freedom for cardiovascular disease training programs to select trainees and even faculty. All affirmative action programs must uphold legal boundaries established by the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteen Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and Executive Order 11246.

Cardiovascular disease training programs are custodians for some of the $16 billion per year in federal funding that supports graduate medical education.107 Therefore, the vast majority should not “discriminate against an individual … because of such individual’s race, color, … or nation of origin.”116 As Fitzgerald envisioned, “We will have succeeded when we no longer think we require black doctors for black patients, chicano doctors for chicano patients, or gay doctors for gay patients, but rather good doctors for all patients.”108 Evolution to strategies that are neutral to race and ethnicity is essential. Ultimately, all who aspire to a profession in medicine and cardiology must be assessed as individuals on the basis of their personal merits, not their racial and ethnic identities.
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